
 
 

 
 

 
STAFF REPORT 

 
 
SUBJECT: Measure A Strategic Plan 
 
MEETING DATE: November 19, 2009 AGENDA ITEM: 8  
 
STAFF CONTACT: Steve VanDenburgh, Jim Kemp 
 
RECOMMENDATION:   
 
A. Receive a presentation on the cash flow scenarios being developed for the Measure A 

Strategic Plan.   
 
B. Approve a contract amendment with Parsons Brinckerhoff of $61,000 to complete the 

Strategic Plan.   
 
SUMMARY: 
 
The Parsons Brinckerhoff (PB) team has led TTAC and the North and South subregional 
committees through a review of six draft financially constrained Measure A strategic plan cash 
flow scenarios.   
 
All of the scenarios developed to date allocate 78% of measure funds annually “off the top” to 
local roadway, transit, bicycle, pedestrian and safe routes programs, and to the interregional 
transit, carpool\vanpool, and commuter\passenger rail programs.  The scenarios also assume 
that six named projects that don’t need matching funds from SBCAG are delivered in the early 
years of the program.  The majority of the scenarios also assume the 101 HOV project is 
delivered as soon as it is ready to be delivered and matching funds are available, starting in 
approximately 2015. 
 
At board meeting, the PB will summarize the specifics of the scenarios and report whether 
TTAC has selected a preferred scenario that can be run through the final cash flow model.  No 
action is required of the board at this time on the cash flow scenarios.  The cash flow scenario 
final recommendation from TTAC and comments from the Citizens Oversight Committee are 
scheduled to be brought to the board in December for approval and incorporation into a draft 
strategic plan.  
 
The PB team estimates that, due to the expanded number of scenarios they have been asked to 
develop and present to TTAC, the subregional committees and board, its contract budget will be 
exhausted before it has completed its scope of work.  Work still to be done includes the 
interregional transit operator analysis, lead agency identification for named projects and the 
SBCAG staff resources analysis, in addition to incorporating all of the above into draft and final 
strategic plans. They are requesting a $61,000 increase to their $300,000 contract budget, 
funded by Measure A, to cover the unexpected expenses related to developing six scenarios.    
TTAC will make a recommendation on the request at their November 17 meeting and their 
recommendation will be presented at the board meeting. 
 
 



  

DISCUSSION: 
 
The Parsons Brinckerhoff (PB) team has prepared six draft financially constrained Measure A 
strategic plan cash flow scenarios.  At the board meeting, the PB will describe the scenarios and 
explain which scenarios are viable options that could be incorporated into the strategic plan.  
They will also report if TTAC adopted a preferred scenario at their November 17 meeting.  
 
All scenarios assume that approximately 78% of measure revenues collected annually will be 
distributed annually, “off the top”, to the following North and South programs: 
 

• Local Street and Transportation Improvements  
• Specialized Transit for Elderly and Disabled   
• Safe Routes to School, Bicycle and Pedestrian Programs 
• Carpool and Vanpool Program 
• Interregional Transit Programs 
• South Coast (MTD) Transit Operations & Capital Programs 
• Commuter & Passenger Rail Program 

 
All scenarios also assume that, due to the economic recession, Measure A annual revenues in 
2010 will be approximately $30 million, or $5 million below what was assumed in developing the 
investment plan.  Beginning in 2011/12, revenues would begin growing but would not reach $35 
million until Fiscal Year 2015/16.  Over the first five years of the program, this results in a 
reduction in Measure A funding of over $10 million compared to what was anticipated.  All 
scenarios also assume that no new STIP funding will be available in the 2010 and 2012 STIP 
programming cycles resulting in a reduction of $30 million compared to what was expected to 
be available when the Investment Plan was drafted.  Altogether, this results in an approximately 
$40 million reduction in Measure A and matching revenues in the early years of the program.  
Matching funds are critical to the delivery of the Measure A projects since revenues from 
Measure A will provide only about one-third of the funding needed to complete all projects in the 
investment plan. 
 
Consequently, in the first five years of the scenarios, matching funds for “named” roadway 
projects are scarce.  The scenarios therefore schedule in the measure program’s early years 
named projects that don’t require large amounts of STIP or RSTP matching funds to be 
delivered.  These include: 
 

• Hwy 101 Santa Maria River Bridge 
• Hwy 101 Union Valley Parkway Interchange 
• Hwy 166 Safety Improvements 
• Solvang Circulation Improvements 
• Carpinteria Circulation Improvements 
• Guadalupe Circulation Improvements 

 
Matching funds accumulate in the early years of the program and are applied to delivering 
improvements on Highway 101 on the South Coast, including : 
 

• the Linden\Casitas interchanges in Carpinteria which has a $40 million shortfall, and  
• the Highway 101 HOV project, which SBCAG staff has assumed in developing the 

Measure A investment Plan would need $135 million in discretionary funds from SBCAG 
to match Measure A and discretionary funds from the State’s interregional portion of the 
STIP. 

 



  

The Base Scenario” gives priority to delivering the 101 widening project and assumes that the 
Highway 101 HOV project and the Linden\Casitas interchange project would be delivered in a 
window between 2015 and 2025 utilizing STIP and RSTP matching funds.  This is expected to 
be the earliest the project could be delivered based on the project development and 
construction schedules and the availability of matching funds.  The Linden\Casitas project 
includes elements that are prerequisites of widening Highway 101, so it is considered a phase 
of the widening project.   
 
In September, the TTAC committee expressed concern that under the Base Scenario, all other 
named projects aside from the 101 HOV and projects not needing matching funds were pushed 
to the outer years of the program.  TTAC members asked the PB team to develop a scenario 
showing the 101 project being delivered in phases which would be spread out to allow named 
projects from the outer years to move forward and be delivered between the 101 phases. 
 
Scenario 2A was developed at the request of TTAC to show the 101 HOV project being 
delivered in phases.  The projects that do not require matching funds from SBCAG are still in 
the years preceding the 101 HOV lane project in Scenario 2A.  The first Highway 101 HOV 
project in this scenario is the Linden\Casitas interchange.  This project needs $35 million in 
matching funds from SBCAG to be delivered.  The second Highway 101 project in the scenario 
is referred to it as Phase 4A.  It is a hypothetical segment funded with bond proceeds and STIP 
interregional funds.  Because it relies on STIP interregional funds, and not SBCAG’s STIP 
matching funds, matching funds are available to move the Highway 246 passing lane project 
forward into FY 18/19.   
 
TTAC members also asked the PB team to develop a scenario, 2B, that set aside matching 
funds in a reserve to allow unidentified regional and local projects that are not in the measure 
program to be delivered.  The PB team set aside $1 million of matching funds annually into a 
reserve in the scenario.  The PB team reported that the effect of this scenario was to  delay 
named projects a total of 45 years and require an additional $100 million in matching and 
measure A funds to deliver the program due to escalation costs on delayed projects, on top of 
the $45 million reserve created.  The team also expressed concern that at least two named 
projects couldn’t be delivered within the 30-year measure program horizon.  The team 
concluded that this was not a feasible scenario.   
 
The PB team presented scenarios 1, 2A and 2B to the North and South subregional committees 
at their October 7 meeting.  The committees generally expressed concern that Scenario 2A 
resulted in the 101 HOV project taking 17 years to complete versus 10 under the base scenario.  
In the North there was concern that the scenarios scheduled the Highway 246 Passing Lanes 
project too far out in the program.  This project’s draft environmental document is circulating for 
public comment and the project schedule shows it could be under construction as soon as 2013, 
contingent on the availability of funding.  In the South, there was discussion over how 
STIP/RSTP funds were distributed between the north and south over the 30-year program and 
whether there would be capacity to program additional projects not in the Measure A investment 
plan. 
 
The Citizen’s Oversight Committee met on Oct 28 and was given an orientation on the strategic 
plan and reviewed scenarios 1, 2A and 2B.  The committee expressed strong and unanimous 
concerns about any scenario that would result in delays for the 101 HOV project and referred to 
language in the Measure A Investment Plan stating that 101 is the region’s highest priority 
project.  The committee also stated that the 101 HOV project and other projects included in 
Measure A are commitments to voters and that they must take priority over other projects not 
included in Measure A.  The committee voted to authorize it’s chair, Hamid Bahadoori, to send 
the attached letter to the SBCAG board expressing the committee’s concerns.   
 



  

As a result of the comments received from TTAC and the sub-regional committees, the PB team 
developed additional scenarios that were reviewed with TTAC on October 29: 
 

• Scenario 2C, which creates a reserve of $2 M in RSTP (escalated) after the 101 HOV 
project. 

• Scenario 2D, which creates a reserve of RSTP in the years preceding the 101 HOV 
• Scenario 2E, a trifurcated model, which allocates Measure A funds annually to the North, 

South, and 101 HOV projects using the 30-year percentages prescribed in the 
Investment Plan. 

 
The PB team believes scenario 2C, in addition to the base scenario, is a viable scenario.  They 
added the qualifier that scenario 2C delays named projects in the outer years of the program 
and consequently results in project cost escalations.  They reported that they did not believe 
scenarios 2D and 2E were viable because of the significant project delays to the 101 HOV and 
other named projects resulting from the reserve and trifurcation, respectively.    
 
Some TTAC members expressed concern that the scenarios did not include AB 1600 
development impact fees as a revenue assumption.  TTAC members stated that these fees 
would be collected for the projects and to not explicitly indicate in the Strategic Plan that various 
named projects in the measure program would rely on the AB 1600 funds to be delivered left the 
collection of AB 1600 fees and the programs themselves in legal jeopardy.  TTAC members 
requested that the PB team incorporate the fees into a new cash flow scenario or a revision of 
scenario 2C.  The PB team agreed to reflect the fees in a scenario that will be brought back to 
TTAC at a meeting on November 17.  Therefore, the scenarios that TTAC will see on the 17th 
are the Base Scenario (no anticipated changes from last meeting), Scenario 2C with a $2 million 
RSTP annual reserve in the outer years, and a new scenario that includes AB 1600 fees.  
 
The development of the various cash flow scenarios has highlighted the key tradeoffs 
associated with meeting the project delivery commitments in the Measure A investment plan.  
These tradeoffs include: 
 

• Providing annual allocations off the top for local agencies and transit;  
• Delivering the 101 HOV project when ready as the region’s highest priority project; 
• Delivering other named projects (especially those requiring matching funds); and  
• Creating reserve capacity for new projects not in Measure A. 

 
On November 17, TTAC will be asked to develop a recommendation on a preferred cash flow 
scenario that can be presented to the North and South Subregional Committees, the Citizen’s 
Oversight Committee and ultimately the SBCAG board.  The PB team will request that TTAC 
formally adopt one of these scenarios as the scenario to be run through the final cash flow 
model.  TTAC’s action will be reported to the board on November 19.  Final modeling will 
consist of changing the simple assumption being used in the abbreviated model that all 
measure funds will be applied to construction and reflect measure funds being used for various 
components of project development depending on the needs of each respective project. 
 
Schedule 
Staff and the consulting team have prepared a revised schedule of committee and board 
meetings (Attachment 1) outlining the dates and expected actions related to the completion of 
the Measure A strategic plan.      
 
PB Contract Budget 
The SBCAG board approved a $300,000 budget, funded from Measure A, for preparation of a 
strategic plan by the Parsons Brinckerhoff team.  Approximately half of the budget was directed 
to tasks related to developing a cash flow scenario for the Strategic Plan.  The budget 



  

anticipated that three cash flow scenarios would be created and vetted with these committees.  
To date, six cash flow scenarios have been created.  The budget required the PB team to attend 
five meetings each of TTAC and the board subregional committees and two board meetings to 
discuss the cash flow analysis scenarios and present the draft and final strategic plans.  The 
meetings were expected to be completed between June and October, a draft strategic plan was 
scheduled to be presented to the SBCAG board in November and the final presented for 
adoption in December.  Initially, the PB team agreed to shift budget from other tasks in the 
contract to cover cost increases if the cash flow scenario process were going to take an 
additional month to be wrapped up.  But it now appears that as many as five additional meetings 
with TTAC and the subregional committees, between November to March 2010, and attendance 
at three rather than two meetings of the SBCAG board, may be needed to complete the cash 
flow tasks in the scope of work.  A three month schedule extension and a doubling of the 
number of meetings they have been asked to attend cannot be accommodated by shifting 
budget between tasks without seriously impacting other tasks in the scope of work they need to 
complete such as the interregional transit operator analysis, lead agency identification for 
named projects and the SBCAG staff resources analysis.  The PB team therefore has requested 
a budget increase of $61,000 to cover the additional cost and to backfill budget shifts from other 
tasks that have already occurred.  SBCAG staff recommends has recommended that this 
increase be approved by TTAC at the November 17 meeting.  TTAC’s action will be reported to 
the board on the 19th.  Attachment 2 has been prepared by the PB team supporting their 
request. 
 
Recommendation 
 
This is an information item to receive a presentation from the consultant team on the Measure A  
Strategic Plan cash flow scenarios.  No action is required at this time. 
 
Attachments:  
Attachment 1:  Proposed Measure A Strategic Plan Schedule 
Attachment 2:  PB Cost to Complete Budget Increase 
 



Attachment 1 
 

Proposed Measure A Strategic Plan Schedule 
 
TTAC    October 1  Review cash flow scenarios 
Subregional Committees October 7  Review cash flow scenarios 
Citizens Oversight  October 28  Review cash flow scenarios 
TTAC    October 29  Review revised cash flow scenarios 
    
Subregionals   November 4  Review revised cash flow scenarios 
TTAC    November 17  Review cash flow scenarios 
SBCAG Board   November 19  Presentation on cash flow scenarios 
 
Citizens Oversight  December 2  Review final draft cash flow scenarios 
TTAC    December 3  Review final draft cash flow scenarios 
Subregionals   December 2 or 9 Review final draft cash flow scenarios 
Board    December 17  Review final draft cash flow scenarios 
 
TTAC    January 6  Review draft strategic plan  
Citizens Oversight  January ??  Review draft strategic plan   
Subregionals   January 7  Review draft strategic plan 
SBCAG Board   January 21  Review draft strategic plan 
 
TTAC    February 4*  Review second draft of strategic plan  
Citizens    February ??  Review second draft of strategic  plan 
Subregionals   February 3  Review second draft of strategic plan 
SBCAG Board    February 18  Review second draft of strategic plan 
 
TTAC    March 4*   Recommend adoption of final strategic plan 
Citizen’s Oversight  March ??  Recommend adoption of final strategic plan 
Subregionals   March 3   Recommend adoption of final strategic plan 
Board    March 18  Adoption of strategic plan 
 
*The February 4  and March 4 meetings of TTAC may need to be advanced ahead of the subregional 
committee meetings.   
 
 
 



Measure A Strategic Plan Cost Budget Needed to Complete

Task/Subtask
PB Labor 
Budget

Sharon Green 
Labor Budget

COM3 Labor 
Budget

MNS Labor 
Budget

Patti Post 
Labor Budget

Total Labor 
Budget Spent to Date

Estimated 
Cost to 
Complete

Estimated 
Cost at 
Completion

Additional 
Budget 
Needed

A.1 - Project Descriptions & Cost Estimates 15,600$               $0 15,360$          14,400$          45,360$               41,320$         4,100$           45,420$         60$                
A.2 - Criteria to Prioritize Projects 9,872$                 $0 0 0 9,872$                 6,970$           -$               6,970$           (2,902)$          
A.3 - Schedule of Projects -$                     $0 17,920$          0 17,920$               16,104$         1,200$           17,304$         (616)$             
B - Risk Identification of Project Delivery 10,264$               $10,275 0 0 20,539$               5,637$           2,500$           8,137$           (12,402)$        
C - Revenue Projections & Financing Tools -$                     $39,820 0 0 39,820$               42,550$         27,000$         69,550$         29,730$         

    D - Allocation of Funds to Sub-Regions -$                     $10,700 0 0 10,700$               8,700$           9,000$           17,700$         7,000$           
E - Funding of Interregional Projects -$                     $8,200 0 0 2,500$            10,700$               10,240$         8,500$           18,740$         8,040$           
F - Sources & Uses of Funds -$                     $35,550 0 0 35,550$               34,780$         25,000$         59,780$         24,230$         
G - Lead Agency Identification 27,160$               $0 6,400$            0 33,560$               4,012$           10,000$         14,012$         (19,548)$        
H - SBCAG Staff Resource Needs 13,836$               $0 0 0 13,836$               -$               12,000$         12,000$         (1,836)$          
I - Interregional Transit Operator Arrangements Analysis 1,008$                 $0 0 0 12,500$          13,508$               14,268$         3,500$           17,768$         4,260$           
J - Project Management, Meetings, and Reports 26,640$               $7,500 5120 0 39,260$               37,664$         26,580$         64,244$         24,984$         

                                  Total 104,380$             $112,045 44800 14400 15000 290,625$             222,245$       129,380$       351,625$       61,000$         

TOTAL LABOR AND EXPENSES

Labor 351,625$          

Direct Expenses 9,350$              

Total 360,975$             
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